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 !!! ilhami: which "cd" are you referring to? bekks, my bad. ilhami: Your cd is not "broken", but damaged beyond repair. It
contains data. bekks, I can see my files. they are on the same partition as windows ilhami: And? ilhami: No, it doesnt say "they
are on the same partition". bekks, it's a laptop disk. ilhami: Which doesnt change anything. bekks, but I can see my files. bekks,

yes. bekks, no you didn't understand me. I have a broken cd that I want to rescue the data. ilhami: Then you are doing a
completely wrong approach. bekks, how can I do it? ilhami: Using windows? bekks, I am doing it on Ubuntu. ilhami: Then just
copy everything onto a usb stick or your local network, then mount the usb stick on your laptop and copy the data. bekks, I am
using windows. I can't use windows on my laptop. I have Ubuntu on it now. ilhami: You could have mentioned that two days

ago. ilhami: So what do you want to do exactly now? bekks, I want to copy my files from the broken cd to my external
harddrive. bekks, I wanted to know what is the best approach. ilhami: You are doing it wrong. bekks, how? ilhami: You can use

windows to copy the data, or use dd to copy the data. bekks, how does it work? dd? 82157476af
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